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Abstract—U–shaped shear walls are commonly used in buildings to surround elevators and stairs. In process of design of a new building or evaluation of an existing building, analytical model of this type of shear wall is important to estimate reliable results. U–Shaped shear wall can be modelled with shell element or equivalent frame element. It is obvious that using shell element gives closer results, however using shell element increases the analysis duration and long analysis duration is not preferred by the engineers. In this study, effect of U–shaped shear wall with different leg length and using different modelling technics such as shell element and equivalent frame element has been investigated.
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I. Introduction

Most of the buildings are generally constructed as reinforced concrete structure (RC) nowadays. Buildings are designed for vertical and horizontal loads. Buildings can resist vertical loads safely however it is important to design buildings safe against the horizontal loads. Earthquake and wind loads are the horizontal loads and they have considerable effect on building’s behaviour. Earthquake has more effect on RC buildings than wind loads and RC buildings can have partially damages or totally collapse under a severe earthquake. Previous studies showed that structural damage is caused by large displacement under earthquake. Shear wall has a considerable effect on resisting of horizontal load for a building and it prevents large displacements caused by seismic lateral loads [1], [2], [3]. Properly constructed structural walls can even eliminate the poor seismic response of RC buildings due to the adverse effect of structural irregularities or deficiencies such as soft story, short column, insufficient confinement, poor detailing in beam-column joints, poor material quality etc. [4]. Thus, shear walls should be designed properly to resist horizontal loads and analytical model of shear wall is so important to estimate reliable results.

Shape of shear wall depends on purpose of using buildings or architectural needs. U–Shape shear wall can be widely seen and it is used to surround stairs and elevator. U–Shape shear wall has considerable behaviour in both direction and analytical model of this type of shear wall becomes more complicated.

A shear wall is analytically modelled as “shell element”, “plate element” or “frame element” in a computer aided software program. It is obvious that using a shell element gives very reliable results in analytical modelling. A shear wall, modelled with shell element, is divided into finite elements however for a large system, number of this small pieces gets large stiffness matrix and sometimes it decreases speed of solution and causes long time to estimate the result. Equivalent frame element can be preferred to decrease the time of solution.

The aim of this study is to compare the results of different analytical modelling of U–shaped shear wall. For this purpose, a ten–storey RC frame building with U–shaped shear wall was modelled via SAP 2000 and U–shaped shear wall was modelled with “frame element” and “shell element”. The effect of using different modelling technique has been investigated. Also width of leg of U–shaped shear wall was changed and the effect of different leg dimensions has been investigated.

II. Modelling Technics of Shear Walls

A. Shell Element

Shear walls can be modelled with shell elements and divided into finite elements. Finite element method (FEM) gives very reliable results for the shear walls when shell element is used. U–Shaped shear wall system can be modelled with shell element and system is divided into a certain number of small elements. Dividing the system into adequate number of finite elements is the important point of the solution and this adequacy will give closer results to the real system. Each point of shell element has 6 degree of freedom [5] and although increasing number of finite elements gives satisfactory results, increase of the number causes long duration of solution. An example of a shell model of a U–Shaped shear wall is given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Shell element model and FEM of an U–Shaped shear wall
B. Equivalent Frame Element Model

In FEM, shell element and the higher number of finite elements cause long analysis duration and if the aim of analysis is to estimate different result than shear wall, frame element can be used rather than shell element. Also, if it is desired to assign a hinge to shear wall manually, frame element should be used instead of shell element. In Fig. 2, schematic view of modelling a shear wall with equivalent frame element is given.

![Schematic view of modelling a shear wall with equivalent frame element](image)

Equivalent frame element can be placed in the rigidity center of the shear wall and the frame element is connected to the corner of the shear wall with fictive rigid beams.

![Figure 2. Schematic view of modelling a shear wall with equivalent frame element](image)

III. Analytical Model and Analysis

In this paper, effects of using different technics in the modelling of U – shaped shear walls have been investigated. For this purpose, different buildings, which have different number of stories, and different U – shaped shear walls with different leg dimensions have been considered. Thus a comprehensive study has been done with considering different possible combinations of U – shaped shear walls and buildings. With the consideration of 3 different U – shaped shear walls with different leg width and 3 different buildings with different number of stories, 9 different buildings have been considered within the scope of this study.

A. Considered Buildings

Hypothetical 10 – storey and 20 – storey reinforced concrete frame buildings were considered within the scope of this study and buildings were designed according to Turkish Seismic Code (TSC) 2007 [6]. The concrete with characteristic compressive strength of 30 MPa (C30) was used in the buildings and the steel with characteristic yielding of 420 MPa (S420). Soil class of buildings is C Soil Class and soil classification was made based on USGS [7] classification. C soil Class corresponds to Z3 soil type in TSC 2007. U – Shaped shear wall has been placed to the buildings to surround the elevator. Different shear walls were used with the changing of leg of shear wall.

Plan of the buildings is given in Fig. 3. All column and beam sections are constant for all buildings with 50x50 cm column section and 30x50 cm beam section.

![Figure 3. Plan of considered buildings](image)

B. U – Shaped Shear Wall

3 different U – shaped shear walls using different leg width were considered within the scope of this study. Each shear wall was placed each building. Thus, 6 different buildings were considered with 3 different shear walls and 2 different buildings. Section of shear walls are given in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4. Sections of U – Shaped shear walls](image)

Firstly, shear walls were modelled with shell element and secondly they were modelled with equivalent frame element.
C. **Analytical Model**

All the buildings were modelled via ETABS v16 [8] and ETABS model view is given in Fig. 5.

![Figure 5. ETABS model of 20–storey building](image)

U–shaped shear walls were modelled with shell element and equivalent frame element. A schematic view of equivalent frame element is given in Fig. 6.

![Figure 6. ETABS model of a shear wall with equivalent frame element](image)

Equivalent frame element is a circular columns with 100 cm diameter and section details were modified to achieve the details of considered U–shaped shear wall. These details are moment of inertia, shear area, polar moment of inertia and these details were estimated for both orthogonal directions. Fictive rigid beams given in Fig. 6 have circular section, too. Circular section provides equal moment of inertia in all directions and it is right to use such a section in equivalent frame element model. Their section details were increased to estimate more rigid element since fictive rigid beams are able to transfer the loads directly from equivalent frame element to beams connected to the shear wall.

iv. **Analysis Results**

The considered buildings with U–shaped shear wall were modelled via ETABS and effect of leg length of shear wall and

A. **Modal Analysis Results**

Modal analysis results are given in Table 1 – Table 3 and Table 4 – Table 6 for 10–storey building and 20–storey building, respectively.

**TABLE I. MODAL VALUES FOR 20–STOREY BUILDING WITH 3M SHEAR WALL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Modelling with shell element</th>
<th>Modelling with equivalent frame element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T (sec)</td>
<td>Mode Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>Y - Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>Torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>X - X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. MODAL VALUES FOR 20–STOREY BUILDING WITH 5M SHEAR WALL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Modelling with shell element</th>
<th>Modelling with equivalent frame element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T (sec)</td>
<td>Mode Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>Y - Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>X - X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. MODAL VALUES FOR 20–STOREY BUILDING WITH 7M SHEAR WALL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Modelling with shell element</th>
<th>Modelling with equivalent frame element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T (sec)</td>
<td>Mode Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>Torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>Y - Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>X - X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the results, using equivalent frame element instead of shell element does not affect mode shape. If we look from the viewpoint of torsional mode, equivalent frame element shorten the periods especially for 7 m U – shaped shear wall. However frame element does not have significant effect for 20-storey buildings. If we look from the viewpoint of mode shapes of orthogonal directions, there is no difference between 10–storey buildings with shell and frame elements, however a considerable difference occurs for 20–storey buildings when shell or frame elements are used. This effect can be the reason of fictive rigid beams because rigidity of the fictive beams is not constant and a proper rigidity should be estimated. Secondly, Effect of fictive beams on the rigidity of relatively rigid buildings decreases and effect of these fictive elements is considerable for 20- storey buildings.

B. Shear Force and Moment Results
Shear force and moment at the bottom of shear walls are given in Table 7 – Table 9 for design earthquake loads in X and Y directions. In tables, V is shear force and M is moment.

According to the results, there is considerable difference between shell and frame element moments in Y direction for 10- storey and 20–storey buildings. The legs of U – shaped shear walls lie in Y direction and that means equivalent frame element model has considerable effect in the direction where legs lie down. The difference of moments in X direction is lower than moments in Y direction. On the contrary, using shell or frame element has considerable effect in X direction for shear force.

v. Conclusions
The aim of this study is to determine the effect of the dimension of a U – Shaped shear wall and using different modelling technics such as shell element and equivalent frame element. For that purpose, 10 – storey and 20 – storey RC frame buildings were designed and 3 different U – shaped shear walls with 3 m, 5 m and 7 m leg length were placed to the buildings.

According to the results, modelling element type of shear wall has considerable effect on behaviour of building and section forces. Following conclusions can be drawn considering the results of this study:

- For 20 – storey buildings, equivalent frame element shorten the period of torsional mode. For the increasing length of leg of shear wall periods becomes shorter. Also using equivalent frame element or shell element effects mode shapes in orthogonal directions.
Using equivalent frame element or shell element does not have significant effect on mode shape of 10 – storey buildings.

Using equivalent frame element instead of shell element yields very different results in terms of section forces in the direction that shear wall legs lie down.

It is important to estimate a proper rigidity for fictive beams since it is clear that fictive beams significantly affect the behaviour of buildings.

It is needed to say that these results were estimated for the buildings considered in this study. Different results can be seen for different types of buildings.
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